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‘Restoration’ work and new developments rarely
leave the spaces the swifts need to nest; the only
time they land for sometimes years at a time.
We’re strongly urging developers here to consider
including nature-friendly features to developments,
as a matter of course. Guidance has been
developed about adding swift bricks, bat boxes
and bee bricks to new buildings as part of their
contribution to biodiversity net gain. It would not
take much to automatically add these into all new
buildings (in the right places of course – hence
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Talking of summer visitors, how are your human visitor numbers looking so far this year?
It’s been rather quieter than expected over the past couple of months here. Is it still the
lure of those sunny skies abroad or is the soaring cost of living deflecting away from any
thoughts of getting out in the fresh air? We all know the physical and mental health and
well-being benefits of getting out in the fresh air. We need to promote those benefits
widely again for the coming summer.

SUBMISSIONS

We welcome submissions from members for inclusion in Ranger.
These can include:
• case studies of successful management techniques/projects
• scientific articles on relevant countryside management topics
• news from your managed area or region
• letters about relevant topics
• opinions about current issues

With the celebration of World Ranger Day fast approaching, this edition has a reminder
of different ways we can all promote the amazing work of rangers across the globe. The
International Ranger Federation chose the theme of ‘diversity’ for this year. Rangers
are no strangers to diversity and we should look to embrace diversity, as we do in the
natural world. Diversity includes:
•	diversity in the geographies – celebrating the places on the planet where rangers
work and interact with landscapes and communities, i.e. the diversity of terrains and
climates;
• the diversity of life and ecosystems on land and ocean that rangers conserve;
• the diversity of cultural, historic and natural heritage that rangers conserve;
•	the diversity of those in the ranger sector, i.e. gender, culture, looks and age of
rangers;
• the diversity of skills needed or developed by rangers to carry out their task;
• the diversity of equipment used and support provided to rangers;
• diversity of ranger roles and titles (100+ within CMA alone…);
• diversity of organisations rangers work for and with (national/local government, NGO,
volunteer, indigenous/local communities).

PHOTOGRAPHS

We are always looking for good quality images to use to illustrate our
articles or simply to showcase the variety of habitats, flora and fauna
in our country. We also are interested in seeing images of countryside
management staff doing their everyday jobs. If you are a keen
photographer and are happy to share your pictures, please get in touch.
The deadline for the next issue is 31 July 2022.

On 31 July, let’s celebrate the diversity of rangers and their work worldwide – and send
some photos for the next Ranger edition!

For more information and to submit your articles and photos,
email Liz Bourne at ranger@countrysidemanagement.org.uk.

Take care everyone and have a safe and enjoyable summer,

Opinions expressed in Ranger are not necessarily those of the
Countryside Management Association.
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NEWS FROM THE FRONTLINE
EAST ENGLAND
TOM HEENAN

We have a new addition to the East of England
Committee. Jez Perkins has joined us as County
Rep for Bedfordshire, and we have started
looking at study day ideas for the county. Please
get in touch if you are interested in hosting a
study day in the East of England too.
At Belhus Woods Country Park we've seen the seating area
outside the visitor centre improved with shelters and flower
beds under the Contain Outbreak Management Fund (COMF).
Constructing the woodblocx flower beds was interesting – like
building with large lego that needs encouragement with a
mallet! We've watched the water vole plot start to green up,
and helped it along by sowing Pond Mix seeds. It's also been
a pleasure to see the wildflowers growing through in the areas
that have been coppiced, including some great displays of
bluebells this year.
This year we have started carrying out a weekly UKBMS
butterfly survey for the first time. This runs from 1 April 1 to 31
Oct and covers a set route (transect); ours is 2km long and we
tried to include a real mixture of habitats. We actually recorded
zero butterflies in the first week (on two separate occasions!)
due to the cold weather at the start of April, but eventually
warmer weather brought out brimstone, orange tip, small
white, peacock, comma, speckled wood and tortoiseshell
butterflies for us to record before the first month came to an
end. We're hoping the survey will eventually catch some of
the exciting butterflies that have been spotted in recent years
including white admiral and purple emperor.
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FRIENDSHIPS RESUMED –

A BUSMAN’S HOLIDAY IN SWITZERLAND
By Ian Brooker, DNPA Ranger, Vice President of ERF

"I have come to
understand that
our differences as
rangers make us
strong," says Urs.
“We are all committed
to the protection
of nature and a
better connection
between people and
nature. Our ranger
diversity is the basis
for the protection of
biodiversity."
Urs visited the UK in 2018, spending a
week on Dartmoor, a week in Snowdonia
and then a week in the Lake District.
Although this was officially a ‘holiday’
he gained experience from the rangers
he met and worked with and polished
his already excellent English skills (and
probably learned some Welsh too!).
A reciprocal visit to Switzerland was
put off many times due to work
commitments (not to mention a
pandemic!) but finally the chance came
to head off to Zurich to spend a week’s
holiday with ranger friends and to
experience the wonders of Switzerland,
the first time in the country for me.

I first met Urs Wegmann, then Chief Ranger for the Greifensee Foundation, in 2014 as he
and three other Swiss rangers (Niki, Thomi and Laura) attended their first European Ranger
Congress in Croatia. The Swiss Ranger Association had recently joined the IRF, and they
were proudly representing their association and their country but a little worried whether
they would be accepted as ‘real’ rangers. Haven’t we all felt this at one time or another
when seeing what other rangers do, or when understanding the dangers that others face
on a day-to-day basis? They needn’t have worried, as we all have so much in common and
we’re all part of the ranger family, just by being who we are.
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Staying with friends in their house is a
wonderful way of immersing yourself into
a ‘new’ world and culture and, according
to Urs, is also enlightening for them, as
guests see the area differently from their
‘outside’ perspective.
Sadly, my German language skills are
non-existent, and as for Swiss German,
even less so! As in so many European
countries, English is widely spoken,
which meant that I could continue talking
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at my normal rate of conversation; it must
have been incredibly taxing for them all!
It was wonderful to have the chance to
visit Urs’s hometown of Bassersdorf,
spend some time in the local woods
splitting logs with his close friend Fabian,
and experience the highlights of Zurich.
Zurich is a beautiful city, and it was great
to meet up with Niki again, Vivi (Urs’s
Deputy Managing Director) and, briefly,
with Ute the boss. We were able to enjoy
visiting several bars; saw the spectacular
Lake Zurich; and spotted a beaver lodge
right in the heart of the city, before ending
with a “never to be forgotten” meal in the
Wolf Bar!
Urs had prepared a packed schedule,
so we were soon leaving, together with
Niki, to take a two-hour journey west to
the Bernese Oberland and Brienz Lake.
The dramatic change in scenery from the
flatlands around Zurich, to the snowcapped mountains, was breathtaking and
far exceeded any of my expectations.
Here Thomi, who I hadn’t seen since
2014, welcomed us to his workplace, the
Giessbach Park, a 22-hectare privately
owned area of forest on the edge of the
lake that includes the historic Giessbach
Hotel.
We were set to work straight away,
checking a number of different tree
species to see if the leaf buds had
emerged, part of a national survey taking
place across Switzerland.
Although the hotel was not due to open
for a further two weeks, the area was
already busy with visitors, especially the
waterfall area, and work was ongoing in
several places to improve the network of
paths and facilities on offer. Later that day
I had the privilege of staying in Thomi’s
house, and we shared a traditional
fondue, another highlight of the stay.
Thomi is the first ranger to be appointed
to this area and has a team of
maintenance colleagues to oversee, as
well as liaising with visitors, hotel staff
and guests. Thomi also leads walks and
will hopefully appoint some volunteer
rangers and set up a Junior Ranger
programme in due course. The next
morning, we had another chance to
see the area, including the inside of the
refurbished hotel, before having to say
our goodbyes and head back to Zurich.
A different ranger service model
Urs is now the Managing Director of
Griffin Ranger GmbH (equivalent to
our plc) www.griffin.swiss, a company
set up in June 2021 under the
umbrella organisation of GreifenseeStiftung (Greifensee Foundation) www.
greifensee-stiftung.ch. The latter was
formed in 1997 to provide a ranger
and educational service to manage the
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lakes of Greifensee and is financed by
seven surrounding municipalities and the
Canton of Zurich.
For many years, the rangers have
primarily provided a law enforcement role
and the Foundation is paid based on the
number of days required by the Canton
for this service. The role also includes
educational visits to schools, guided
walks and an extensive Junior Ranger
programme, which I had the joy of joining
one afternoon with Tobs, one of the other
rangers. In total there are four rangers,
one of whom also has 10% of their time
allocated to stork management activities.
By working alongside Niki and spending
time around the Greifensee and
Neeracherried (another local nature
reserve) with him and Urs, it was clear
how respected the ranger service is by
the many stakeholders and locals alike.
For me, however, it was strange to have
such a prescribed site-based role (like
any contracted organisation would have)
rather than the very different role that I
have as an area-based ranger.
They also use an iRanger system which
clocks them on and off to a particular
site and any information is uploaded
including meaningful engagements with
members of the public and any issues
that need recording. Although it can be a
little time-consuming on busy days, the
information is essential for cross-team
communication and to show funders
what is being achieved.
Litter issues, signage and path
maintenance, for example, are all dealt
with by the municipalities’ staff, and none
of the land is owned by the Foundation.
Nothing is guaranteed either, as new
contracts are awarded via tender. This
is why the Foundation took the decision
to set up the Griffin Ranger Service,
which is now bidding for ranger service
contracts for other local nature reserves
in the Canton of Zurich and elsewhere
and is not restricted just to operating in
Switzerland.
Unfortunately, the Foundation lost the
contract to provide a ranger service
at Pfaffikersee, which is now provided
by a separate organisation but luckily,
one of the Foundation’s former rangers
has taken up the role as the new Chief
Ranger and she keeps in close contact
with her former employer. Having worked
for a private landowner in my past, it was
not a surprise to see this situation, but it
does beg the question about a potential
lack of continuity if services are only in
place for fixed periods. Does this type
of competition enable the best type of
service, if continuity of service can’t be
guaranteed, I wonder?

I was impressed, however, with the
quality of rangers in the team. Rangers
are given preference in employment if
they have gained qualification through the
Ranger Academy, a programme that Urs
is heavily involved with. Some trainees
pay for themselves while others are paid
via their prospective new employer. This
means that most rangers in Switzerland
receive the same training, and this makes
a clear difference on the ground.
Greifensee
Not only did I get the chance to patrol the
area with Niki by e-bike, but I also found
myself doing my own early morning
patrol as dawn broke, giving me the
opportunity to experience the lake in all
its glory. I was even lucky enough to see
a beaver swimming along the edge of
the lake, along with plenty of birds. This
included many swallows that had only
just arrived, like me! I was soon, however,
assured by an early morning horse rider
that they were not the heralds of summer
as it was still far too cold in Switzerland.
The lake has changed size over its
lifetime, having originally been carved
out by a glacier. The lake now covers an
area of 8.5km² (6km long and 1.6km at
its widest part). Average depth is 16m
and extensive reed beds at either end,
where access is severely restricted, play
host to over 120 species of migratory
birds. Elsewhere, the lake is a heavily
used recreation asset for fishing (both on
the lake banks and by boat), sailing and
paddleboarding, with several lakeside
campsites and bathing areas. Walking
and cycling routes surround the lake
and provide links to the surrounding
communities. The Foundation is rightly
proud of its Nature Centre at Silberweide
and has recently constructed a new
birdwatching tower at the opposite
end of the lake to serve the nearby
community in that area. A great deal of
consultation took place to make sure
the community supported the plans and
funding came from a host of different
partners. In terms of the construction,
a ‘Swiss finish’ is a well-known phrase
aptly used to show the lengths they go
to, making sure everything is done to the
highest specification, and it shows!  
A lasting impression
I was immensely impressed by the
Greifensee team, their office in Uster, and
by everyone that I came across during
my brief visit to the country. They were
all extremely dedicated to their work and
very welcoming to the Brit. Not only do
they work hard but they also seem to
party even harder! Now if I could learn
some Swiss German maybe I could apply
for one of the new posts…!
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By Brian Robertson, Pentland Hills Regional Park Ranger
Service 2021 (first published in SCRA’s SCRAmble)

SIX SEASONAL

RANGERS AND A DOG

Rangers come from all walks of life, which is useful as we
encounter a variety of situations on a daily basis. I have a mixed
career in farming, veterinary science and outdoor work, with a
smattering of Territorial Army as a medic and musician for good
measure, and this was my first season as a ranger. I wanted
to become a ranger as I have a passion for the outdoors and
enjoy sharing that passion with others, I also like talking and
walking! I found out about the post through word of mouth with
the local nature reserve that I volunteer on. I was joined by five
other seasonal rangers (organic farm worker, musician, office
worker, ski instructor and photographer). Two of my colleagues
were voluntary rangers in the park, two were scout leaders and
the fifth had been a ranger in a previous life twenty years ago,
so we were a diverse and experienced team.
We were under the supervision of one part-time and two fulltime Natural Heritage Officers, and we began our shifts which
saw us all present on the site every weekend, primarily in
designated ‘hot spot’ areas, to educate and inform some of the
park users in how best to enjoy the countryside in a considerate
and safe manner. We were joined on occasion by Ruby, a
gorgeous wire-haired Hungarian Viszla, who belonged to Davey,
one of the seasonal rangers, and she became the star of a
social media campaign to promote responsible dog ownership
and actions in the park. She became quite the talking point,
and received many positive comments and likes (and in some
cases – licks). It shows how engagement with the public on a
common topic such as dog ownership with a campaign like this
can produce results because people feel involved rather than
being lectured to by an authority. I was involved in a dog fouling
project, and alongside ‘Ruby’s posts’ we produced some
humorous and serious content to highlight some of the issues.
One of my posts featured small railway model workers amidst
the poo, to highlight the scale of the problem across the park.
This post certainly received some positive comments!

You can talk the talk and walk the walk,
but can you walk and talk (over uneven
ground in strong winds for five hours,
whilst leading a guided walk)? Of course
you can, because you have planned the
route, identified decision points, packed
your lunch and done your research.

day was the first time people had seen their colleagues face to
face for over a year.
I also had the opportunity to attend the SCRA Rendezvous
and had the pleasure of meeting many of you, and it brought it
home to me how we are one big ranger family. Sometimes as
a seasonal you feel that you are just a temporary patch for the
summer, but attending the Rendezvous changed that attitude.
We are just part of the multi tool, maybe the bottle opener bit,
not used all the time but when it is – boy does the party start!
I can honestly say I thoroughly enjoyed my time as a seasonal
ranger and plan to continue this career. Due to some funding
uncertainties, we were on the ground a little later than was
originally planned for and it took some time to familiarise
ourselves with the site. There was unfortunately a drowning on
one of the reservoirs the week before we started, and we will
never know if we would have been able to prevent that.
What would my conclusions be? It was work Jim, but not as
we know it. There is no better place to be than outside, in my
opinion, and education will improve the environment for all. The
need is there for more seasonal and permanent posts so that
we can continue to build on all the hard work done over the
last two years, and before. My advice to anyone considering
this role would be to quite simply do it! Research the area you
are going to work in and most of all enjoy it, as it is a chance to
meet new people, learn new skills and help the environment.
I certainly plan to continue walking and talking, probably
more often and over slightly shorter distances to make it less
daunting for the participants involved.
And I will bring the bottle opener.

The Pentland Hills Regional Park covers approximately ten
thousand hectares of varied habitat including moorland,
open grassland, woodland and reservoirs. It straddles the
local authority boundaries of the City of Edinburgh Council,
Midlothian Council and West Lothian Council. Outdoor
recreation has grown in popularity year on year, and with
Scotland’s capital city Edinburgh on the doorstep, along with
growing urban settlements in Midlothian and West Lothian,
the Pentlands have become an important outdoor resource for
residents and visitors to the region.
The Regional Park is used for a variety of recreational activities
including hillwalking, dog walking, mountain biking, angling,
horse riding, orienteering, camping and wild swimming. There
is also a golf course and an artificial ski slope within the park
boundary.
We did have some litter picking to do, some antisocial
behaviour and some wild fires. This was probably the most
challenging part of the job as, on occasion, you would meet
with people who did not share the same values of consideration
in the countryside, but as you all know this is only part of the
job. I was fortunate that we worked in pairs and were able
to approach situations calmly, engage with the less savoury
groups and work to a more satisfactory conclusion for all
involved. We had the opportunity to get out in the hills and
patrol, lead volunteer groups on a variety of activities and
provide educational talks on the local flora and fauna. As the
camping season quietened down we embarked on a tree
planting project with some volunteer groups, one part of which
was planting over 1,200 trees over the course of three days in
an area below Bonaly Reservoir. This was certainly one of the
many highlights for me. The sense of achievement both in our
team and in the volunteers was obvious, and the team bonding
and social aspect of the task can sometimes be overlooked. On
a few of the corporate groups that we were able to get out, this
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 Five larger centres to host IDPs have been set up within the infrastructure of five

lodging spaces provided for IDPs
at protected area and
staff infrastructure

protected areas in the Carpathians and Polesia. An additional 12 protected areas
host people in smaller numbers – at park infrastructure and staff housing or
Support via Slovakia
●tourist
Five accommodation.
larger centres to host IDPs have been set up within the

© Daniel Rosengren

● P
 artners from Slovakia travelled to a protected area in the
Carpathians to deliver heaters, sleeping bags, blankets,
food, medicine, and kitchenware – a total of 1.4 tonnes of
accommodation.
 To tourist
date, the
Foundation Conservation Carpathia (an FZS partner) andgoods.
their
infrastructure of five protected areas in the Carpathians and

Polesia.
additional 12 protected areas host people in
Support
viaAnRomania
smaller numbers – at park infrastructure and staff housing or

>66,000

A NEW REALITY FOR
UKRAINE’S PROTECTED AREAS

News
from to
Frankfurt
Zoological Society (FZS)
Late
February
late April 2022
TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER
The Ukrainian
Carpathians
Together
we are
strongerhave become a shelter

SUPPORT FOR PROTECTED AREAS

Over the past weeks, protected areas have been largely cut
off from other funding sources. Some supplies also became
for people fleeing conflict in the east of the country.
scarce or impossible to source within Ukraine. FZS provides
AnUkrainian
estimated
65,000 internally
displaced
bolstered
The
Carpathians
have become
a shelter people
for people fleeingongoing
conflictand
in the
east support to protected areas in the
Carpathians,
Polesia,
soughtAn
refuge
in the
region.
The majority
ofhave
the country.
estimated
65,000
internally
displacedofpeople have
sought refuge
in as well as additional parks in the east
and south of the country. Funding primarily covers operational
the
13 protected
areas
in the
Carpathians
the
region.
The majority
of the
13 protected
areas have
in the Carpathians
convertedIDPs – fuel, heating, conversions of facilities
costshave
of supporting
converted
tourist
cabins
and officesthose intoneed
shelter
IDPs, and
visitor
centers,visitor
touristcentres,
cabins, and
offices
to accommodate
– more
thanthe provision of food, medicine and other
essential supplies needed. In the Carpathians, FZS works not
to
accommodate
those
in
need
–
more
than
1,000
1,000 lodging possibilities were made available at their infrastructure
and staff houses.
only in Ukraine but also in Romania, Poland and Slovakia –
lodging
possibilities
were
available
at their
An
estimated
2,000 people
havemade
also arrived
in and
around protected
areasinin
Polesia
partners
these
countries quickly reacted to support parks
infrastructure
and staff
houses.
An estimated 2,000
across the border in Ukraine.
with
roughly 80 people
hosted
at one park.

people have also arrived in and around protected
Support within Ukraine
in Polesia
people
at
Toareas
help the
protectedwith
areasroughly
face this80
new
reality, hosted
over 35 tonnes
of goods
– food, mediFire-fighting
onesleeping
park. bags, blankets, generators, and more – have been sent ●
In spring,
the risk
is ever-present
in much
of into a
Equipment
bound for Ukraine
is loaded
to Ukraine
since
the of wildfires
cine,
Ukraine. This year additional equipment is needed to tackle

vehicle
in Frankfurt.
escalation
of protected
the war on
February
24th
inreality,
a combined
with fire risk
To help the
areas
face this
new
over 35FZS-coordinated
tonnes
theresponse
much greater
faced
in a time of war. Seventy
of goods
food, medicine,
sleeping
bags, blankets,
generators
© were
Daniel sent
Rosengren
partners
in–Romania
(Foundation
Conservation
Carpathia),
Slovakia (Aevis)
and Gerextinguisher
backpacks
to three protected areas
and more – have been sent to Ukraine since the escalation
in
Polesia
and
another
50
are
on
their
way to eastern parks
many (Nationale Naturlandschaften e. V.). Supply chains are in place and needed goods
of the war on 24 February in a combined FZS-coordinated
bordering occupied territories. Fuel costs for the parks’ firecontinue
be regularly
delivered
Ukrainian Conservation
protected areas and thefighting
Internally
Dis-and trucks are also covered.
responsetowith
partners in
Romaniato(Foundation
tractors
Carpathia),
and Germany (Nationale
● We are also working with the protected area staff to monitor
placed
PeopleSlovakia
(IDPs) (Aevis)
they host.
Naturlandschaften e. V.). Supply chains are in place and needed
near real-time fire data to detect and launch responses to
goods continue to be regularly delivered to Ukrainian protected
fires in remote parts of the protected area network in the
Within
Ukraine,
FZS staff
works closely
with parks
and reserves in the
Carpathians,
areas and
the Internally
Displaced
People (IDPs)
they host.
Ukrainian
part of Polesia.

Polesia – and now also in the embattled east of the country – to convert park infrastrucWithin Ukraine, FZS staff work closely with parks and reserves
Shelter
and support for IDPs
ture,
accommodate
and
tackle
emerging
threats
to theeast
protected
areas.
in the
Carpathians,IDPs,
Polesia
– and
now
also in the
embattled

● O
 ver 350 beds and mattresses have been purchased
of the country – to convert park infrastructure, accommodate
within Ukraine to adapt protected area infrastructure in the
IDPson
and
threats
to efforts
the protected
areas.
Read
fortackle
moreemerging
details on
these
over the
past weeks.  Carpathians to accommodate IDPs.

Please note: The situation in Ukraine remains unpredictable. Should you be
To donate,
usepress
this link:
fzs.org/en/support/emergency-support-for-protected-areas-in-the-carpathians/
Mattresses purchased by FZS Ukraine are
contacted
by the
regarding
coverage of support to protected areas in
delivered to park infrastructure converted to
Ukraine please contact crisiscommunication@fzs.org for further guidance.
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lodge IDPs in the Carpathians.
For all other questions please visit: www.fzs.org/en/service/contact.

STORIES OF HOPE AND COURAGE

Schweiz National Park for donations and supplies sourced within Germany – a total
Support
via Germany
FROM UKRAINE’S PROTECTED AREAS
of 7.6 tonnes
of supplies were handed over to parks in the Carpathians.
● Two batches of supplies were sent to Ukraine from a
The Nature Reserve Fund of Ukraine website wownature.in.ua
 The
fundraising
logistics Schweiz
were alsoNational
supported
byfor
the Nationale
Naturcollection
pointappeal
at theand
Sächsische
Park
has shifted
its focus during this time of war. Instead of sharing
donations and
landschaften
e. V.supplies
NNL. sourced within Germany – a total
ideas for travels to witness Ukraine’s rich natural heritage, the
of 7.6
tonnes of
supplies
were
handed over
to parks infood,
the and hygienic
site will now
cover the war’s impact on nature in Ukraine. Visit
 Goods
included
sleeping
bags,
mattresses,
kitchenware,
products.

A NEW REALITY FOR
UKRAINE’S PROTECTED AREAS

Carpathians.
the updated site for news on how protected areas and their
● T
 he fundraising appeal and logistics were also supported by
partners, including FZS, are making every effort to protect
Support
via Slovakia
the Nationale
Naturlandschaften e. V. NNL.
human lives and wildlife.
Late February
late April
2022
● Goodsto
included
sleeping
bags, mattresses, kitchenware,
 Partners
from
Slovakia
travelled
to
a
protected
area
in
the
Carpathians
to deliver
food, and hygienic products.
To continue following our work please visit fzs.org.

heaters, sleeping bags, blankets, food, medicine, and kitchenware – a total of
1.4 tonnes of goods.

Together we are stronger
The Ukrainian Carpathians have become a shelter for people fleeing conflict in the east
of the country. An estimated 65,000 internally displaced people have sought refuge in
the region. The majority of the 13 protected areas in the Carpathians have converted
visitor centers, tourist cabins, and offices to accommodate those in need – more than
1,000 lodging possibilities were made available at their infrastructure and staff houses.
A new reality for Ukraine’s protected areas
An estimated
2,000 people have also arrived in and around protected areas in Polesia
with roughly 80 people hosted at one park.
Ukrainian protected area staff collect a batch of supplies at the border – sent from Romania, with the support of
Sameday logistics.
© FZS

To help
the protected
facecollect
this anew
overat 35
– food, mediUkrainian
protected areas
area staff
batchreality,
of supplies
the tonnes
border – of
sentgoods
from Romania,
bags, blankets,
and more – have been sent to Ukraine since the
cine, sleeping
with the support
of Samedaygenerators,
logistics.
escalation
of
the
war
on
February
24th
in
combined by
FZS-coordinated
©Protected
FZS
Areas in Ukraine aaffected
the war response with
partners in Romania (Foundation Conservation Carpathia), Slovakia (Aevis) and Germany (Nationale Naturlandschaften e. V.). Supply chains are in place and needed goods
continue to be regularly delivered to Ukrainian protected areas and the Internally Displaced People (IDPs) they host.
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Within Ukraine, FZS staff works closely with parks and reserves in the Carpathians,
Polesia – and now also in the embattled east of the country – to convert park infrastructure, accommodate IDPs, and tackle emerging threats to the protected areas.
Read on for more details on these efforts over the past weeks. 
a third of all protected areas in
Ukraine
are affected Should
by war you be
Please note: The situation in Ukraine remains
unpredictable.
contacted by the press regarding coverage of support to protected areas in
Ukraine please contact crisiscommunication@fzs.org for further guidance.
For all other questions please visit: www.fzs.org/en/service/contact.
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protected areas including
National Parks, Biosphere
Reserves and Nature Reserves

200

Emerald Network sites,
totalling 2.9 million hectares

14

Ramsar sites cover a total of
14 areas of 397,700 hectares

Mattresses purchased by FZS Ukraine are
delivered to park infrastructure converted to
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Source: Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources of Ukraine
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Conservation and
Neurodivergent Me

on in interviews instead of suitability for
the role. Having previously been judged
in interviews due to lacking certain social
graces I find this incredibly alarming,
especially as the combination of social
anxiety and confinement to a highly
inflexible situation can cause real harm.
I have too often received humiliating
comments under the guise of ‘feedback’
from interviewers who think it appropriate
to make personal remarks on my microbehaviours; completely irrelevant to my
ability to carry out the role advertised.
Such remarks evidence a complete lack
of understanding of adjustments that
need to be made to enable me to bring
my talents and gifts to the workplace.
Having my best efforts thrown in my
face because the interviewers believe it
appropriate to comment on my microbehaviours, and pass judgement, is not
just harmful and rude, it’s discriminatory
under the 2010 Equality Act.

By Alister Harman, Park Ranger
(first published in the Countryside Jobs Service)
Forestry bushcraft volunteering

I also struggle with dealing with new
people, so being forced to impress
numerous strangers in an interview
setting isn’t ideal. Even engaging in
small talk is a difficulty, something I don’t
always do well with people I’ve known
for years, so as you can imagine with
complete strangers it’s highly frustrating.
Yet, I’ve engaged the public in nature
conservation and taught for many
years. In that time I’ve been called an
excellent teacher, insightful and patient
in my approach. This happens when I’m
allowed to quietly connect with people
on my own terms. This again evidences
how unnatural the interview process can
become.
Canoe safari

All this pressure, and more, from our
neurotypical peers often leads to
individuals with mental differences
‘masking’, where behaviour is altered
to fit in. Masking is exhausting and
uses an incredible amount of emotional
and mental resilience. This results in
tiredness, with reduced room in our
heads to engage. Hardly a good place
from which to be interviewed!
Being neural-diverse provides me a range
of talents which offers great advantages
in a range of areas to employers. For
instance, I absorb information very fast,
have a highly imaginative mind and an
ability to make plans and connections at
a pace and level of detail possible due
to intense levels of focus and a strong
long-term memory. In my ranger life, my
talents enable me to hyper-efficiently
plan and execute my work, although
unfortunately I’m rarely enabled to take
full advantage of this talent. I’ll come
back to this later.
So, now I’ve explained that discrimination
continues to exist in the recruitment
process I feel it is only fair to give some
guidance on how to make the process
fairer.
Firstly, ask for any adjustments I or
others like me need to partake fairly in
the interview process. It’s socially difficult
for me to approach a complete stranger
who I have yet to build any relationship
of trust, and so it needs to be the
prospective employer who instigates
this conversation of adjustments with all
candidates and to build the foundations
of that trust.

Then, follow those adjustments as
they’ve been agreed.
One thing that’s particularly irksome is
how often I ask interviewers to put me
right if I’ve taken the wrong meaning from
a question. Instead I’m later criticised
for not saying something at interview
that was never picked up on or even
asked about at all. I don’t have the
headspace for mind games at interview,
so interviewers being forthright and
precise in what is expected helps a lot
throughout the process.
Finally, I’ll likely need flexibility to achieve
my potential in the new workplace. This
can often be a long-term process, as it’ll
take time to settle in but also identify my
needs in this specific style of working.
Earlier I mentioned how the place I work
can’t keep up with me. Well this is an
example of where the sensitivity and
determination of neurodiverse candidates
may well be pointing to weaknesses in
the workplace’s method of working. Yet
there’s an opportunity here to challenge
and adapt working practices, which
through better communication and
efficiency will benefit the whole team.
I’ve avoided some of the specifics,
such as questioning ‘why persist
with a written task when you have a
dyslexic at interview?’ That’s because
I’m actively encouraging you to engage
individual candidates, and not to make
assumptions about the adjustments they
need.

References:
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/
articles/1vbJTsqZtrXYyBmjq8SF3wn/
as-an-autistic-person-here-s-what-iwant-you-to-know-about-dating
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p08sj2ls
www.peoplemanagement.co.uk/
news/articles/shocking-data-revealsonly-one-in-five-autistic-people-are-inemployment#gref

Learning to dry stone wall at Longshaw

I truly adore what I do. Weaving
all those threads of nature to
create something special for
wildlife, the climate and people
is a magical process. It’s an
art, science and craft that, like
many, took a great deal of blood,
sweat and tears to achieve such
necessary skills. Like anyone
else I expected to be judged on
my merits and passion at any
interview I went for.
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Yet, while I’m a capable ranger and
human being I’m also autistic-dyslexic,
which in translation means no matter the
wisdom and experience I’ve garnered,
I’m frequently judged for my nonconformity first and capability second;
as is the case for many like myself.
One startling statistic from MIND shows
only around 25% of those with mild
to moderate learning difficulties are
employed. If you look only at those with
autism, the National Autistic Society
says it goes down to 16%. I therefore
recognise just how lucky I am to be
doing a job I have such passion for.

While autism and dyslexia are somewhat
better known, don’t forget there
are many individuals with cognitive
differences such as dyspraxia, ADHD,
dyscalculia, dysgraphia, Tourettes and
others. It’s quite common to show signs
of a combination of conditions. Some
may appear to have similar differences in
the way they process the world around
them but, their experiences, skills and
character will be unique.

www.local.gov.uk/lga-libdemgroup/our-press-releases/
neurodiversity#:~:text=Most%20
people%20are%20
neurotypical%2C%20
meaning,learns%20and%20
processes%20information%20
differently

If anyone would like to discuss this
with me further, feel free to contact
me via Liz Bourne at ranger@
countrysidemanagement.org.uk

So why are the recruitment statistics so
poor?
Conformity is a massive problem for the
neurodiverse, and this is often picked up
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WORKING
WITH WOOL

As part of the Welsh Government’s Sustainable Management
Scheme, the Landscape Solutions Grazing project for North
East Wales, hosted by the Clwydian Range and Dee Valley
AONB, established a Working with Wool project. The project
brought together a group of women, all working in or with
links to the agricultural industry, to develop skills and increase
their knowledge of working with wool, the various processing
methods and the potential markets for locally produced wool.
The series of training events started with a shearing taster session
delivered by a professional female shearer on one of the hottest
days of the year which is why we moved into the shade of the
barn. Everyone had a number of turns at shearing to perfect their
technique at something which is a lot harder than it initially looks.
The number of participants had to be capped for these events
in order to follow government guidance regarding COVID-19,
otherwise these sessions would have been filled several times over
with the amount of interest we had.
Many members of the group are sheep producers of rare and
native breeds and are looking for opportunities to use their wool,
and during these sessions the group were taught what processes
raw fleece needs in preparation for crafters to purchase them.
It is hoped the Working with Wool project has opened new
opportunities for producers to sell their produce. Once the wool
is washed and carded it can then be sold to crafters.
The following sessions were held by Gwlangollen, a local
community interest company who work to promote and preserve
wool-based heritage skills. During the first session the group all
had a raw fleece and learnt how to skirt it, test its staple and how
to wash it. The fleece was then left to dry naturally until the next
session where it was put through the picker and carded. The group
had a go at hand carding as well as trying the drum carder.
Once the fleece was carded it is then ready to be used to make
crafts. The project was able to fund further craft sessions including
a wool spinning session where the group used their washed and
carded wool to make yarn. These yarns were then used in another
craft session where everyone learnt how to weave using the
material. Two felting sessions have also been held – wet felting and
3D needle felting – where the participants were able to use their
processed wool for craft and created a product which could then
be sold.
Many new skills and knowledge have been learnt and shared, some
of which were modern skills and others being traditional heritage
skills that the project aims to raise awareness of. It is hoped the
workshops have helped widen the opportunities to increase the
value of the fleeces for the participants by either processing them
and selling them for craft work, or turning them into craft products
themselves, using the skills they have learnt through the project.
These sessions were very beneficial for a number of the participants
and tutors. After the isolation of COVID it was great to get a group
of like-minded people together again to learn from each other and
share their experiences and passion for their produce.
We also widened our reach and increased awareness of the uses
of wool and the grazing project by sending out wool packs created
by Gwlangollen to local primary schools. Due to COVID our local
artist was unable to go into the school, but we adapted by creating
a film telling the story of the grazing product and explaining the
benefits of conservation grazing and then providing a tutorial for the
teachers and children to follow to use the wool to create wet felt
pieces of art. Everything that would be required to use for the work
was included in the pack. A lot of fun was had by the children and
some very creative artwork was produced.
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Our Gordon Miller
Award winners, 2021
Our annual Gordon Miller Award is presented to the most deserving project, initiative or
innovative practice that has made, or is making, an outstanding contribution to countryside/
urban greenspace management.
We are delighted to announce the joint winners of the 2021 award.

By Tim Russell and Emma Pearcy,
Dartmoor National Park
In my role as Recreation and Access Projects Officer, I am
developing and delivering an all-ability access project across
Dartmoor National Park.
Called Miles Without Stiles, we have created easy-access
routes in different locations and with varying degrees of difficulty.
Six routes have been successfully established, taking people
along beautiful riverside trails, deep green pine-scented forests
or up on the high, breezy moorland.
As a result of the COVID pandemic, access to green spaces
and fresh air has become even more important for our health
and well-being. But not everyone can just open the door and go
out for a bracing or even gentle, therapeutic walk. Thousands
of people, young and elderly, have a mobility issue of some
kind or another and the simple pleasure of going for a walk is
denied them. There are those who use wheelchairs or can only
get about using mobility scooters. Unsurprisingly, many seek
adventure beyond their nearest pavement.
Although these routes are mainly for people with limited mobility,
they have a wider appeal. In addition to wheelchair users, they
are ideal for families with pushchairs and young children, older
people and people with visual impairments.
Miles Without Stiles uses accessible and well-maintained
networks to get more people, more active, more often. This
project provides the paths and associated infrastructure for
inclusive access to appeal to people and groups who are
currently inactive or have low levels of activity.
How we’re doing it
We contacted local groups including the Dartmoor Wheelchair
Access Group and tapped into their knowledge and advice to
create a wish-list of places to visit or explore.
Miles Without Stiles uses a grading system to ensure a
consistent visitor experience. The route grades are: ‘for all’, ‘for
many’ and ‘for some’. These are based mainly on gradients,
surface conditions and length of route. We also worked closely
with the Disabled Ramblers to include their recognised 1 to 3
graded category criteria.

Miles Without Stiles
Helping everyone enjoy nature

Volunteer involvement
A group of stalwart volunteers spent many hours putting in the
practical work to help create an excellent route through one
of Dartmoor’s most well-known places: Haytor Down and its
former quarry.

can be seen in one route where we installed two new clapper
bridges, allowing a circular route to a series of Bronze Age
monuments. This is an extremely sensitive historic environment
and the bridges, very carefully and sympathetically installed,
look like they have been in situ for centuries.
Wheelchair Access Group member Juliet Prentice said: “The
routes are good for our physical and mental health, and they
challenge us in terms of where we can go on the moor. When
you’re out in the fresh air with other people, you can chat and
enjoy the environment. It’s great to get outside; it’s good for
your headspace.”
Results
The routes provide the encouragement for people to become
independently active by increasing their confidence and abilities.
Friendships have developed through these activities, and this
helps to foster continued activity and togetherness as mobility
scooter user Norman Page explained: “You get home and
you’re tired, but you’ve had a great day with friends, and you’ve
had a laugh. The buzzword is ‘well-being’ but it’s true: it does
help your well-being. There are some lovely stories about
people who have been out with us and got confidence and
want to do more. It’s great we’re able to help with more routes
for other people too.”
Mobility scooter user Kate Wass added: “It doesn’t feel as if it’s
them and us when we’re out on the moor in places like this.
You feel part of it; you don’t feel excluded, you feel included.
That’s a big, big bonus, not just to make you feel good but also
for your confidence. I love Dartmoor – doesn’t even matter if it’s
raining!”
Taking the Miles Without Stiles message to the top
We’re thrilled that our Miles Without Stiles project is being
recognised at a national level. It was highlighted as an exemplar
in Julian Glover’s Landscapes Review report and has been
showcased to Defra Parliamentary Under Secretary Lord
Benyon, just how important this project is for those with limited
mobility. Particularly at a time when people’s health and wellbeing is being truly tested.

And what a better way to be recognised than to
receive the much-coveted Gordon Miller Award?
We were chuffed to bits to win and dedicate it to
everyone involved – their advice, help and hard
work was invaluable and we’re already working on
more routes!

Aided by Dartmoor Ranger Bill Allen, they transported and laid
granite gravel and put in easy access gates to allow access into
and through the old quarry, now a sheltered and peaceful place.
Two regular volunteers are Paul Hayes and his wife Carol. Paul
said knowing that he’d helped make the area accessible to
more people was a real highlight of his experience.
He said: “Volunteering on Dartmoor is an extremely satisfying
way to spend the second Sunday of each month. One of our
first experiences was working in Haytor Quarry, upgrading the
path and creating improved access for people with mobility
issues. It was a hard day’s work, but we loved it! Just being on
the moor is an overwhelmingly positive experience.”
Bridging the gap
Working sensitively in a protected environment is at the forefront
of our minds when we’re creating new routes. Dartmoor’s
cultural heritage is a prized asset and one we’re keen to
protect. At the same time, we want people to experience it for
themselves. A simple but effective example of balancing this
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Killerton’s Green Recovery
Challenge Fund Project

By Emma Jones, Area Ranger, Killerton Estate,
Devon National Trust
Killerton is a 6,500-acre traditional lowland estate, to the
northeast of Exeter in Devon, looked after by the National Trust.
It has 18 working farms, 250 let cottages, and 700 acres of
woodland. It also holds Killerton House among the designed
parkland and Grade 2 listed garden. The estate is a matrix of
woodland, wetland habitat, orchards, parkland, arable, and
permanent pasture surrounded by hedgerows. Hundreds of
ancient veteran trees are dotted across the estate, interspersed
within the estate’s farm settings, wooded pasture and parkland.
In November 2020, the National Trust was awarded funding
from Defra’s Green Recovery Challenge Fund. Administered
by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, this funding was to
support projects that were ready to deliver and focus on nature
restoration, nature-based solutions and connecting people with
nature; delivering against the goals of the government’s 25-year
Environmental Plan (25YEP), while helping to create jobs and
boost the environmental sector.
Killerton was awarded £800,000 for its proposed projects which
included:
1. Restoring floodplain on the River Culm
2. Planting 18 hec of new woodland
3. Creating 40 hec of wood pasture
4. Creating 5 hec of agroforestry
5. 	Planting and restoring 4 km of hedges
6. 	Planting open grown trees of the future
7. 	Restoring ancient woodland and protecting ancient trees
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We worked in partnership with the Woodland Trust, West
Country Rivers Trust and FWAG to help us plan and deliver the
work. We employed an apprentice ranger to support us and
learn about the role of the ranger on the estate, we utilised at
least a dozen local contractors, and of course worked alongside
the dedicated volunteer teams at Killerton.
The project delivered estate-wide land management ambitions
in a 12-month period. Leading at scale, the restoration of nature
to previous intensely managed land. Holding back water, storing
carbon, creating priority habitats and making huge gains for
biodiversity.

This is just the beginning for Killerton –
we have shown what we can deliver at
great pace with a small team of dedicated
rangers and volunteers.
2021 went by in a blur. We were successful in completing all
seven strands of work that we set out to do. Towards the finish
line we put an application together for the CMA Gordon Miller
award – and as the project came to its close we were thrilled
to learn that we were joint winners of the award with the ‘Miles
Without Stiles’ Dartmoor access project.
It was a fitting way for us to wrap up our project – and we
are delighted to celebrate our project with this beautiful CMA
Gordon Miller Award.
Visit Killerton Estate and learn about the Green Recovery
Challenge Fund Project at a study day on 13 July. See page
28 for more details.
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BY STEVE PEACH

DELIVERING RANGER
CARE BOXES TO
UGANDA

Nearly three years ago I agreed to get involved in the Thin
Green Line Foundation’s Ranger Care Box programme.e
In my spare time I help run a very small charity, The Queen
Elizabeth Parks Project, which twins the Queen Elizabeth
Country Park in Hampshire with the Queen Elizabeth National
Park in Uganda, and Sean Willmore, founder of the Thin Green
Line Foundation, wanted to deliver some Ranger Care Boxes to
Uganda and asked for my help.
The Queen Elizabeth Parks Project is more than a simple
twinning arrangement, it is in fact a community conservation
initiative that links rangers, teachers, and community leaders
around both Queen Elizabeth Parks with the aim of ‘Connecting
People and Wildlife’.
The sharing of culture, with a focus on creating the bond of
friendship, has helped to create a very successful partnership
that punches well above its weight and has become a positive
influencer in community wildlife conservation.
But back to the Ranger Care Boxes.
The Thin Green Line came up with the idea of asking for public
donations to purchase equipment for field-based rangers when
it became clear that in some countries rangers are asked to
patrol or work from remote stations without some basic items
of kit.
Often, they are lacking simple items like mosquito nets, water
bottles and water purifying technology, and rainproof coats.
Although simple items, they are nonetheless vital for both
individual and team morale and to improve the well-being of
people who are being asked to put their lives on the line every
day.
Each Ranger Care Box contains enough equipment for ten
rangers, but the contents change from country to country
depending on local circumstances and needs. And people can
donate towards part of or even a whole care box.
So, the Queen Elizabeth Parks Project put together a plan for 15
care boxes which would provide enough kit for 150 rangers. Our
care boxes would contain first aid kits, water purifying devices,
waterproofs, gumboots, socks, sleeping mats, blankets, solarpowered lights, tarpaulins, hats, footballs and playing cards.
The latter two items would help to entertain the rangers in
between patrols.
Everything was planned, orders placed, preparations for travel
arrangements made and the funding from Thin Green Line
arrived. A few weeks later so did Covid, and that was the end of
any thoughts of going to Uganda!
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Covid not only stopped travel in the UK, it impacted on our
colleagues in Uganda and also made it difficult to procure some
items.
It was always an important part of our plan to purchase as
much of the equipment as possible in Uganda to ensure that the
benefit would stretch beyond the recipient rangers.
Eventually Covid restrictions eased, and when the need for
PCR travel testing ended in the UK and Uganda, a window of
opportunity presented itself that we grabbed with both hands.
Our flight to Entebbe, via Nairobi was stress-free (apart from the
45 minutes take off delay at Heathrow) and after just under 20
hours of travelling we arrived in Uganda and were met by our
QE Parks Project local lead Ronnie Bwambale. Ronnie runs a
safari company and has been supporting our project for over
ten years.

We stayed overnight in Mbale, enjoying the company of some of
Mount Elgon’s wardens, and the following morning again got up
early to head back to Kampala, stopping en route at Jinja, the
place where the waters of Lake Victoria become the River Nile.
After another night in a Kampala hotel (this time a quiet hotel),
we once again were up for an early breakfast and drive to
Queen Elizabeth National Park. It is beholden to me at this point
to mention that while we were enjoying hotel hospitality and
eating what we thought was a well-deserved breakfast, Ronnie
was already up early and had loaded the vehicle!

I had met Julius on a previous visit to Uganda when he
was working in Murchison Falls National Park. Julius is a
consummate professional and a force to be reckoned with,
born out by the fact that he was a winner of the 2018 Tusk
Trust Wildlife Ranger Award.
Once the formalities were over, Julius was keen to show me
the new Joint Operations Command Centre. When completed,
this building will house Law Enforcement Teams, and handle
everything from planning of patrols to processing of arrested
people.

Queen Elizabeth National Park is around 422 km from Kampala
and in a fully loaded (actually overloaded) Toyota Landcruiser
safari truck, took nearly nine hours to reach. When we finally
arrived, we dumped our bags and headed straight down to
the canteen known as Tembo for some food and several Nile
Specials! Beer always tastes great here, cold, and drunk to the
background noise of frogs, crickets, hippos and hyenas.

At its centre will be a giant screen that will be able to display in
real time where patrols are, any major incidents and significant
animal encounters. This, together with other evidence gathering,
will mean that resources can then be deployed to where they
are most needed. This will be a massive step forward for the
Park staff, and hopefully will lead to a reduction in the levels of
poaching, alongside improved community engagement.

Unsurprisingly, sleep came easy. The garden was apparently
visited by a hippo during the night, but I didn’t hear it.

Our reward for all our hard work was going to be an early
morning game drive, and the following day we were all awake
and in the truck by 6.30 am.

Our first morning at Queen was taken up with meeting rangers
who were attending a Law Enforcement Course, before heading
over to Park HQ at a place called Katunguru.
The drive to Park HQ takes you along the Kazinga Channel
Track, the Kazinga Channel being a narrow stretch of water that
links Lake Edward with Lake George. The track always provides
great wildlife viewing and, on this morning, we saw elephants,
Ugandan kob, waterbuck, warthogs, buffaloes, a single hippo
and countless birds.

We picked up our guide, ranger Daniel Tirwomwe, who was
known to all of us. Another individual who is passionate about
conservation, he spent the first 20 minutes telling us all about
the issue the Park was having with invasive plant species
and measures in place to deal with them. Daniel was a little
surprised to hear that we had almost identical problems in
the UK, and the talk soon started to centre on budgets, bad
decisions, public non-understanding – it could have been a
CMA study day!

Once at Park HQ, we unloaded the truck and once again did an
official handover to the Warden-in-charge of Law Enforcement,
Julius Obwona.

Ronnie helped us book into a local hotel and then took us to his
office, which was now looking more like a warehouse. His desk
was hemmed in by sleeping mats and his storeroom was almost
impossible to enter, there was so much kit in it.
The afternoon was spent sorting items into piles for each of the
three beneficiary parks and completing the final purchases. One
hundred and fifty gumboots were the last to arrive on the back
of a Zongshen motorised tricycle.
After a not so good night’s sleep (apparently there was a party
happening in a nearby house), the team left Kampala at 7.30
am for the five-hour drive to Mbale, the nearest town to Mount
Elgon National Park.
Mount Elgon National Park is 1,145 km² in size and shares a
border with Kenya. The 4,321m high mountain is in fact one
of the largest calderas in the world, and is home to elephants,
buffaloes and over 300 species of birds. It is also home to
diverse cultural groups, which makes the job of patrolling and
keeping both animals and people safe one of the most complex
in Uganda.
Rangers here have suffered brutal assaults in the past, some
even losing their lives. During our visit we met a female ranger
who had part of her hand cut off when she was attacked by
someone with a machete.
But arrival at the Park was greeted by cheering rangers
and much bonhomie. After a short meeting with the Area
Conservation Manager, the excellent Fred Kizza, we met with
rangers and did an official handover of the Ranger Care Boxes.
In truth, they were not really boxes, more Ranger Care Bags and
Boxes.
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Queen is a diverse place with savanna, shady forests, lakes,
wetlands and volcanic explosion craters. There are over 600
species of birds, 95 mammal species, as well as amazing
reptiles and insects.
The highlight of the game drive was a close encounter with two
adolescent lions. When I say close, I mean really close because
as guests of the Uganda Wildlife Authority and our game drive
being classed as an ‘experiential’ drive, we were allowed offtrack and could drive right next to the lions. I felt slightly guilty as
four other game drive vehicles were left on the designated track,
enviously viewing our progress closer to the lions, constrained
with distant views through binoculars. As I said slightly guilty, I
think after 40 years in the conservation business, I might have
earned this one.
Game drive complete, we headed off to visit two schools. The
Queen Elizabeth Parks Project has set up a number of school
partnerships, and we were very keen to visit at least some of the
schools involved. Covid had made regular contact very difficult,
so it was vital that we drop in on the school to deliver some gifts
and say hello.
Rihamu School is situated in a busy town called Kasese, which
sits at the edge of the Queen Elizabeth National Park and the
Rwenzori Mountains National Park. This part of the town suffers
extreme poverty and the occasional flooding.
Both Park boundaries border Kasese and although it’s a busy
town there are still wildlife-conflict issues. Recently a family of
elephants found their way into the town, after apparently an
electric fence had failed. Shakila, the headteacher and owner
of the school, told us that many of the children had to try and
avoid the elephants as they made their way to school.
The school is partnered with a very small rural school in the UK.
We deliberately sought this contrast as we felt it would provide
a more meaningful cultural exchange for the two schools.
Before Covid, the schools were involved in a British-Councilfunded exchange programme. This was a powerful experience
for all involved and interestingly, as this had come about as the
result of our community conservation project, actually puts both
Queen Elizabeth Parks firmly in the local spotlight.
Each year we organise the Conservation Cup, involving ten
Ugandan schools taking part in football, rugby and artistic
performance competitions. The idea being that we use sport
and art to promote conservation. Rihamu won the performance
cup last time.
Our time in Uganda was very short, and we soon had to return
to Kampala to make our final delivery. Not having the time to
travel to Kidepo National Park, we had arranged to meet some
of the Senior Staff at Uganda Wildlife Authority HQ to hand over
the remaining care box equipment which they would take to
Kidepo on our behalf.
Ranger Care Boxes are vital, not because of the equipment
they provide (although this is of course very much needed) but
because of the statement they make. For a Ugandan ranger
often working in a remote location, it is easy to think you are on
your own, especially when colleagues are killed or injured. The
fact that the Thin Green Line Foundation provides this type of
support, boosts morale and enhances the sense of the ranger
family, that there are other conservation professionals who
understand what you are going through.
But the fact that some of the money for these care boxes
comes from public donations, makes all the difference. It clearly
demonstrates that people around the world care about and
value the work you do.

You can find out more
about the Queen
Elizabeth Parks Project
by visiting www.
queenelizabethparks.org
Ranger Care Boxes by
visiting
thingreenline.org.au/
our-projects/
Range Land Safaris by
visiting
www.rangelandsafaris.
com/ (CMA members can
get a 10% discount)

In the words of one Mount Elgon Ranger, ‘It makes the
sacrifices worth it and gives new energy to my commitment’.   
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

WORLD RANGER DAY
Countryside Management Association

By Chloe Bradbrooke, International Coordinator
After a couple of years of restricted movement and
a general feeling of disassociation, we have much to
look forward to in 2022.
World Ranger Day
World Ranger Day is an International Ranger Federation (IRF)
initiative in conjunction with its charity arm, The Thin Green Line
Foundation. Celebrated worldwide on July 31 to commemorate
rangers killed or injured in the line of duty, a time to pause and
reflect on the courage and sacrifices made. Also, very much to
celebrate and appreciate all the fantastic selfless work rangers
do to protect the planet’s natural treasures and cultural heritage.
The theme of World Ranger Day 2022 is Diversity.
Ideas for ten ways to mark the day can be found opposite.
We hope many of you will come together, in person or virtually,
to celebrate the achievements by those, who are now widely
becoming recognised as the true guardians of the planet.
European Ranger Federation Congress 2022
The much awaited, twice postponed, 5th ERF Congress is due
to be held in Tirana, Albania this 13–17 October, hosted by the
Albania National Parks Association.
The following are a taster of subjects planned:
•	National and International ranger work in protected areas,
focusing on networking and ‘Biodiversity in Europe’
•	Partnership projects
•	Junior ranger projects
• World Ranger Day in Europe
•	Forest protection for CO2-reduction

common being fin, baleen and the largest, the blue whale,
which come from the south where they spend the winter, have
their young and then migrate to the Northern Atlantic, their
summer feeding grounds. Also including the occasional beaked,
dwarf sperm, humpback, orcas and false killer whales.
Organiser: Associacao Portuguese de Guardas e Vigilantes de
Natureza (APGVN)
Email: vigilantesnatureza@gmail.com
Website: apgvn.blogspot.com
For more information, visit the International Ranger Federation
site.
Keeping in touch
It's amazing to see faces, hear voices and listen to the
experiences of rangers all across the world. A great motivation
to feel that drive and passion as well as reassurance in the
solidary of shared challenges. If you’d like to keep an eye on
global matters throughout the year below are a couple of ideas:
IRF Ranger Roundtable webinars
These regular online events keep ranger-to-ranger
conversations alive between congresses. Giving voice to
rangers, facilitating peer-to-peer knowledge transfer, spotlighting
important challenges and supporting ranger-led collaboration on
solutions. For upcoming events please check the IRF website
and Facebook page.
Download the ‘Force for Nature’ App
A great way to join global conversations, hear news and spark
one-to-one friendships

WORLD RANGER DAY
SUNDAY 31ST JULY 2022
is celebrated worldwide on
to commemorate rangers
killed or injured in the line of
duty and to celebrate the
work rangers do to protect
the planet’s natural habitats,
wildlife and cultural heritage
whilst supporting local
communities.

International Ranger Federation
initiative promoted together
Foundation.

World Ranger Congress, Chitwan
National Park, Nepal, November
2019

3. Make a donation to the Thin Green Line Foundation
www.thingreenline.org.uk

5. Invite a colleague to join the CMA Help grow the CMA

7. Make a 30 second video about what you like about being a
Ranger and share on the CMA Facebook page Celebrate all that is
good about being a Ranger)
8. Reach out to a Ranger from another country Use your
preferred social media to connect with a colleague from abroad,
share your experience
9. Download the Force for Nature App Become part of the
worldwide ranger community- from Google Play or Apple Store
10. Observe a two-minute silence at 12 noon Commemorate those
rangers who have lost their lives in this and former years

Contact Oceaniarangerforum2022@gmail.com if you are
interested in attending.

photo

World Ranger Congress 2023, Azores Islands 5–9 June
The International Ranger Federation (IRF) hosts a World Ranger
Congress approximately every three years. The Portuguese
rangers will host the 10th World Ranger Congress in the Azores.
Perfectly located to consider the protection of our oceans,
the Azores has 11 marine protected areas totalling over
110,000km². In June it is spring in the Azores, with a possible
28 species of whales and dolphins to be seen. The most

Ranger

2. Hold a World Ranger Day activity at your place of work to
inform the public of the role of Rangers. Spread the word about
Rangers and the IRF

6. Share the URSA ranger videos on your social media Tell the
world about Rangers: go to www.internationalrangers.org

with The Thin Green Line

If you fancy travelling further, the first ever Oceania region –
Australia, New Zealand and Polynesia – is to be held in Rotorua,
New Zealand on 18–20 October 2022.
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1. Take a selfie holding the ‘I Stand with World’s Rangers’ poster
and post on the IRF and CMA Facebook pages. (This is the
traditional way of celebrating World Ranger Day; go to
countrysidemanagement.org.uk)

4. Take a palm picture and post on the CMA Facebook page Help
create a photo montage of UK Countryside Management

World Ranger Day is an

Please check the ERF and CMA websites regularly for updates
and bursary opportunities. If you intend to travel out there, we
can try to put you in touch with others, so that you can team up
and share travel arrangements. Please contact international@
countrysidemanagement.org.uk

TEN THINGS YOU CAN DO TO CELEBRATE
WORLD RANGER DAY ON SUNDAY 31ST JULY

“We Stand with the World’s Rangers”

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT CMA ADMIN

Summer 2022

Summer 2022
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NEW APP TO HELP PROMOTE
RANGER WORK ON SOCIAL
MEDIA

CMA SPOTLIGHT
Paul Aubrey, PrCMA, works for the Outdoor Recreation Service at Carmarthenshire
County Council Gwasanaeth Hamdden Awyr Agored, Cyngor Sir Gar. Paul offered to
sit on the CMA Board and joined his first meeting on 26 May. Paul would need to be
voted onto the Board at the next AGM but has joined as an ‘observer’ in the meantime
to get used to how the Board is run, the range of topics covered and to offer his
thoughts, although he would not be able to vote should one be needed at any point.
The rest of the Board hope that we didn’t put Paul off at all… and look forward to
some ongoing, great input from Paul from across the border in Wales.
If anyone else fancies sitting on the CMA Board to get a feel for what it involves, please
feel free to contact chairman@countrysidemanagement.org.uk . There are currently
four Board members plus Paul as an observer, so another couple of faces from around
the land would be welcomed.
9 June will see a National Committee meeting focusing on the CMA Communications
Plan and more information on that will be shared in the coming weeks and months.

Accreditation

The CMA is pleased to say that the first Associate member has been through the
application and assessment process and successfully gained their accreditation. Many
congratulations to Emily!
There has been considerable interest in CMA holding online, informal training sessions
focusing on the accreditation process. Please do watch for details in the emails that
Rachel sends out to members. The sessions will each be fairly short followed by any
questions; there are likely to be three in fairly quick succession (probably one per week
for three weeks) to enable coverage of the whole accreditation process, in bitesize
chunks.
A big thank you to Mark Baker, CMA Secretary, who has just finalised the CMA Annual
Report for last year. Take a look on the website for a brief overview of CMA activities in
what was a very unusual year.
The Board has also agreed to continue with CMA sponsorship of specific awards
for students completing their countryside management related courses. Both Capel
Manor and Kingston Maurward College have chosen a student to receive an engraved
billhook from CMA. It states the name of the student and the category, e.g. ‘Best
Improved Student’ or ‘Best Estate Skills’.
If there’s a college near you that offers countryside/greenspace related courses, why
not give them a ring and see if they’d like one of the engraved billhooks to offer as a
prize to a deserving student. If interested, just let admin@countrysidemanagement.org.
uk know the details. Happy to reserve one for them for 2023, if graduation has already
occurred this year.
Lastly for this edition, do please consider any projects you’re aware of that might apply
for the Gordon Miller Award this year. At the AGM in March, the Killerton Estate Green
Recovery project from the National Trust and Miles without Stiles access project from
Dartmoor NP jointly shared the barn owl trophy as they could not be separated. Both
feature in this Ranger magazine edition.

NOW PUBLISHED:
CJS FOCUS ON
EMPLOYABILITY
Ten articles and one video
presentation make up this useful
publication for those entering the
conservation sector but also for
people moving around and moving
on within their careers.
Articles on: how to choose your
path through the sector from CJS.
A couple of personal experiences
of getting into conservation work
– how they made themselves
more employable and got there in
the end. National Trust is a huge
employer, they provide details on
what makes a countryside job
application stand out to them.
A profile of working in rights of
way and how to get into it from
ScotWays. Eva has secured a
paid traineeship with TCV, she
talks about what she did while
at university, to gain practical
experience. Our video presentation
is from Rob, Arbtech MD on
just what he is looking for in an
employee – you’ll be surprised
to find it’s not always practical
experience or qualifications. Are
colleges doing enough to equip
students for the world of work –
Sparsholt College thinks so and
runs through how they ensure
students are ready for careers in
conservation. The all-important
interview prep is covered by
Richard Dodd from Ecology
Academy – a must read. And to
end, Antony at TEP reflects on his
career path and how he moved
on and up. The publication also
contains adverts for courses and
resources to help you become
more employable.
Read it at c-js.co.uk/CJSFocus

The application form can be downloaded from the CMA website and probably only
takes about an hour to complete. Send that, along with some photographs to admin@
countrysidemanagement.org.uk. There are hundreds of great projects going on around
the land; please take just a little time to let us know!
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Force For Nature launch an app
to tell ranger stories, enabling
collective campaigning for
magnified impact.

Mediator – in a world of increasing
human–wildlife conflict, they are key to
coexistence. Supporting communities to
live alongside wildlife. Ensuring benefits
are shared by all.

As part of the wider objective set by
Universal Ranger Support Alliance
(URSA) – to elevate the status of rangers
– Force For Nature has developed an
app that makes it easy for individuals,
businesses and NGOs to share and
promote important messaging regarding
rangers.

Protector – removing harmful traps
and snares. And preventing the illegal
trafficking of plants and animals.
Creator – being practical and solving
problems while in isolated environments.
They construct and maintain trails,
signage and infrastructure.

The Force For Nature Pod will be
updated with new campaigns often,
serving the community as a destination
where important stories are easily
accessible and ready for sharing. The
goal is to become better collaborators
across sectors, boundaries, NGOs and
join together over a vision that we can all
agree on: the solution is human.
CHOOSE YOUR ROLE CAMPAIGN
Currently running is a Choose Your
Role campaign which informs members
of the public of the diverse roles that
rangers have. Each role is described
to demonstrate the various skills
represented by rangers today. The
roles have been chosen using the eight
capacity guidelines identified by the
International Ranger Federation (IRF)
Eight badges symbolise each role:
Rescuer – patrolling land and sea. In an
emergency, they are the first to
respond to life threatening situations – no
matter what the conditions.
Educator – immersing park visitors in
nature and history. Passing on their
knowledge to the next generation.
Tracker – using their unrivalled
knowledge to monitor animals. Keeping
them from harm, and learning more
about their natural behaviours.
Researcher – constant exposure to their
environment creates unique
opportunities to collect valuable data to
study endangered species.

Summer 2022

Landscaper – rewilding and nurturing
habitats. Working with the land to prevent
floods and wildfires which threaten
habitats and homes.
By sharing a badge on your socials, you
are joining a virtual march. Each Pod
member helps us widen our reach and
create a new understanding about the
importance of rangers. Join today!
HOW TO BECOME A POD MEMBER
1.	Download the Pod and register your
account at www.forcefornature.org/
thepod/download
2. Review the campaigns
3. Connect your social media
4. Share
5.	Invite friends and family to join the
Pod
6.	Receive updates on the movement
you have helped create
7.	Stay tuned for new campaigns
WORLD RANGER DAY CAMPAIGN –
COMING SOON
For World Ranger Day on 31 July we
are developing a campaign filled with
stories from rangers from around the
world. High-quality storytelling is being
produced by the Universal Ranger
Support Alliance (URSA).
CITIZEN RANGER VISITOR
ENGAGEMENT PACKS ARE
AVAILABLE
Force For Nature has used the Choose
Your Role campaign to develop an
activity for parks and rangers to engage
with the public. We have designed some
simple and fun exercises that get the
public to think about the various ranger
roles and how the job responsibilities can

teach us everyday conservation. Keen
members of the public can progress to
win actual Citizen Ranger badges.
To receive a Citizen Ranger Visitor
Engagement Pack please email team@
forcefornature.org
IMPACT OF WORKING TOGETHER
Well-supported rangers lead to an
increased appreciation of nature, strong
park-community relationships, and
an understanding of protected and
conserved areas. Also, a more stable
planet providing the critical ecosystem
services that we humans need. Such as:
a stable climate, clean water, fresh air
and a reduction in potential for zoonotic
disease spillovers.
“We are extremely proud to be combining
the finest ideas in marketing and
technology with the worthwhile purpose
of conservation,” says Force For Nature
founder Jamie McCallum. “Isn’t it time
we shine a light on the people solving
our problems? Rangers are the unsung
heroes of our future."
The Force For Nature Pod is like a
campaign HQ for critical conservation
activism. Enabling individuals, NGOs
and businesses to collectively magnify
impact. Brought to you by Force For
Nature, whose mission is to elevate the
status of rangers, and unify conservation
through technology for compound
impact.
MORE INFORMATION
Visit Force For Nature website:
https://www.forcefornature.org/thepod
Get in touch with team@forcefornature.
org
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NEW MEMBERS

SECRET RANGER
Without the sense of mission, countryside management
was just a series of tasks to be completed, a tick list of the
inconsequential, a daily battle against the lack of resources.
I lament the managers whose default measurement of success
is output, how many, how big, how much!
It seems strange to me that you can be content with work
completed, irrespective of the outcome. Surely, it’s the outcome
that is paramount, whatever aspect of countryside management
you are involved in.

Do you go out and look at your site, I mean really
look at your site, reserve or park?
Do you see, hear, smell what’s there and is what you
are seeing, hearing, smelling as you expected?
Where does making the time to properly experience
your site feature in your work programme and why
am I asking this?

I know of a grassland site that for several years had severe
issues which ‘prevented’ the proper grazing of the site. All of the
meetings and planning activities, focused on the HLS targets
that would be missed, the area of scrub increase that was
going to happen, how much extra work this had created, and a
myriad of other output problems.
Of course, all of these are legitimate concerns and quite rightly
troubled all involved. They made terrible reading when written
up in reports.
There were however two interesting ‘outcomes’ of this lack of
grazing visible to anyone who took the time to look.
The first was a very definite change in the structure and species
composition of the grassland. Not perhaps unexpected.

I recently visited a site to meet with a potential project partner
to discuss upcoming ideas and tasks. During a quiet moment,
one of the rangers from the site mentioned how much work was
involved with maintaining part of the site for particular species.
“It takes bloody ages, and we struggle with the resources to
keep up with this,” was their hushed complaint.
In an attempt to lighten the mood, I mentioned that although I
could it was very hard work, it must be nice when you get the
chance to see said species. To which the reply was that they
had never seen that species there.
When asked about the fact that somebody must be looking to
see if this thing was benefiting from all their hard work, it turned
out that there was no systematic approach to checking the
fruits of their labour.
When pressed further about why they didn’t check for
themselves if the species in question was enjoying their hard
work, they mentioned again the issue with lack of resources!
One of the things I have always enjoyed about being a ranger is
the shared sense of mission. It's always been important to me
that what I did was important, it meant something, I was making
a difference.

The second was an increase in one of the target butterfly
species caused by the increase in shrub and a foodplant that
did better in the slightly longer grass, leading to a greater
number of viable leaves for the butterflies to lay its eggs on.
That left those in charge with an interesting question. Once the
issue with the grazing had been rectified, did they go back to
the previous management regime of grazing and scrub control?
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EAST MIDLANDS:
David Sargent – Supporter Member
GREATER LONDON:
Karin Oleinikova – Member
NORTH WEST:
Isabel Bovaird – Member
Flo Hole – Member
Timothy Knapp – Member
SOUTH EAST:
Laura Davey – Member
Helen Tranter – Supporter Member
Martyn Bell – Student Member
Felicity Bennett – Student Member

UPCOMING
EVENTS

The CMA would also like to welcome
back:
Chris Dunkerley (Member) – North West
Rob Drake (Member) – South West
Andrew Simmons (Member) – South West
Anna Waite (Member) – Yorkshire &
Humberside

WALES:
Tom Johnstone – Member
Bradley Shackleton – Member
Steve Williams – Member

*Membership applications processed
by 30 April 2022

WEST MIDLANDS:
Charlie Horsford – Member
Sophie Moore-Harbach – Student Member

Countryside Jobs Service
the original

Countryside Specialist

Jobs, Training, Information,
Volunteering - since 1994

Current countryside news and information with
regular updates on the hot topics of the day.
Daily updates on vacancies working across the
countryside sector, with wildlife, trees, ecology etc.
Country parks, urban greenspace & nature reserves

A look at what has been going on at Killerton
with the Ranger Team, preceded by a CMA
regional committee meeting (all welcome).

Train for new qualifications or brush up your
traditional and professional countryside skills.

● Flood plain restoration
● Hedgerow restoration
● Invasive species removal
● Ancient Veteran Tree protection
● Tree planing
●	Agroforestry and wood pasture
(if time allows)

Summer 2022

SOUTH WEST:
Sarah Ladyman – Member
Ruby Mitchell – Member
Richard Rive – Member
Alexander Rose – Member
Sam Harvey – Student Member
Ben Morgan-Brown – Student Member

Green recovery walk at Killerton
Date: 13 July 2022
Time: 10am–3pm
Location: Killerton (National Trust),
Broadclyst, Devon
Free to CMA members and National Trust
staff; non-CMA members £40

A walk with the Killerton Ranger Team
looking at the work that has been delivered
through the Green Recovery Fund. Themes
to be discussed:

Did they
continue with a grantbased, resource-driven
output approach or did
they have time to look,
I mean really look at
their site…?

Do you have a strong opinion about a countryside-management related issue? You can contribute to next issue’s ‘Secret
Ranger’ and have your opinion published anonymously. Contact the editor at ranger@countrysidemanagement.org.uk.
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The CMA is pleased to welcome the following new members*:

Bring your own lunch and drinks, on-site
cafe available.

Free recruitment advertising available

Weekly newsletters with all this and more...

www.countryside-jobs.com

CJS is endorsed by the Countryside Management
Association and the Scottish
Countryside Rangers Association
For a free monthly newsletter of
the latest news, jobs and full calendar
of short courses, email your name
and organisation to Professional@
countryside-jobs.com

CJS

ranger@countryside-jobs.com

Summer 2022

01947 896007
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CONTACT THECMA
The Countryside Management Association
supports countryside management
professionals throughout England,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
The Board
board@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Chair: Linda Nunn
chairman@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Secretary: Mark Baker
secretary@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Treasurer: Alan Preece
treasurer@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Board members
Steve Peach
steve@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Regional committee members
Greater London: Colin Houston
london@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
East of England: Tom Heenan
eastengland@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
North East England: vacant
North West England: Joe Williams
northwest@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
South East England: Richard Westwood
southeast@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
South West: Emma Jones
southwest@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
East Midlands: Christopher Lockyer
eastmidlands@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
West Midlands: Tim Green
westmidlands@countrysidemanagement.org.uk

Ranger is produced by Nature’s Frontline.
www.naturesfrontline.org.
naturesfrontline

@frontlinenature

Yorkshire and Humber: David L. Preston
yorkandhumber@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Northern Ireland: Toby Edwards
nireland@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Wales: Howard Sutcliffe
wales@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
International coordinator: Chloe Bradbrooke
international@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
National Trust corporate representative:
Ted Talbot
ntrust@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
Advocacy adviser: Lynn Crowe
chairman@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
CMA administration, membership information
and training coordinator: Rachel Limb
admin@countrysidemanagement.org.uk

Patron: Chris Baines
CMA President: Gordon Miller
CMA Vice President: Roger Cole
RANGER
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ranger@countrysidemanagement.org.uk
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